
9/14/95 
Hs. Linda Jolf 
Larry Nine; Live 
Of IN 
820 First St., NE 
Washington, DC 20002 

Dear lis. Wolf, 

es Jim Lesar probably told yeu, I'm getting along in years and am rather 
limited in what I can do. 

in order to get soeething to you rapidly I enclose a copy of my letter 
to ''ohhnie Cochran with the attactments. 

Thee) 	much more along the same line of the FBI and its Lab as perjurers 
and twisters and makele-up of "evidence" that I got from the FBI in all those FUJL 
lawsuits teal; Jim handled so well for me. 

There is more of this kind of thirlin NEMER AGAIN! I regret I have no 
eepies but 1 do have all those and othee pictures, meaning FBI pictures. 

Ii'or example. oa pahe 245 is an FBI picture it did net give the Warren Commission 
of the collar of the freoident's shirt. It and the Commission said that magic bullet 
exited through the collar and tie. As you'll eee there are no bullet holes. Those slits 
were made by a scalpel 

//
cured by either of two nurses named Bowron or Stenchcliffe under 

the direttion of Dr. arlee Carrico. There is no hole of any kind in the knot of the 
tie. The FBI phonied up a picture on the preceding page to make it appear that there 
was a bullet hole in the knot. 

Arlen Specter, who has been silent about all my books (this is the eighth on 

the JFK assassination—no theories in any of them) knew all of this. lie took Uarrico's 
testimony. He knew of the phonying up of that tie picture and he knee of the clear 
picture of the collar because he had that record and the pictures in it. 

If it interest you of CNN I have a full set of documents to establish the 
fact of the conspiracy not to investigate the crime with which NeVEe AGAIN! begins and 
if any of your people are ever here thee tilibe welcome to copy any they want. 

O1 for that matter, anything I have. As a matter of belief, of principle, e make 
all freely avaWaible to anyone writing in the field. From about a third of a million 
pages I got via FULA. 411 of which will be at local Hood College in a permanent public 
archive. 

I'm sorry that tr 'ave.' is unsafe for tie and 1 cannot go to Washington. 

Sincerely, 

4~C td rad 

Harold Weisberg 


